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ARCLIFFE Expands in the Baltics

The Central and Eastern European legal practice ARCLIFFE has expanded in the Baltics by opening a

Vilnius office. The local partner firm led by three experienced business lawyers with background on

international environment is headed up by Dainius Kenstavičius. Their accession to the Arcliffe LLP has

been made in order to create an Arcliffe business hub in Vilnius for the entire Baltic region. 

The regional partner, Tomas Krutak, has commented that “the opening of our Baltics practice together with

Dainius will facilitate our Central and Eastern European clients to have a better coverage in the Baltics, where

ARCLIFFE is one of the first now facilitating the access of business in and out entire CEE.”.

“The addition of the Baltics capabilities to our practice conforms our aspirations in becoming an effective option

to the offices of international firms acting in the region by integrating in our practice lawyers with international

background and expertise” added Edward Dobre, one of the regional partners involved in the expansion.

“Our Lithuanian practice matches perfectly the culture and the expertise that ARCLIFFE developed in the region.

Henceforth, we are happy to join ARCLIFFE and participate in the endeavours to set up a premiere Baltics

practice” mentioned Dainius Kenstavičius, the coordinator of the Vilnius office.

ARCLIFFE covers CEE via nine offices located in Poland, Czech Republic, Romania, Cyprus, Serbia, Bulgaria,

Slovakia, Hungary, and Lithuania as well as other countries in Emerging Europe through strategic partnerships.

ARCLIFFE is a full service CEE regional law firm. With eight offices and over 60 lawyers, we cover twenty-two

jurisdictions from Vienna to Moscow, from the North Sea to the Mediterranean.

ARCLIFFE’s partners are former senior lawyers (including partnership level) from major international law firms,

such as Clifford Chance, Linklaters, CMS Cameron McKenna, Debevoise & Plimpton, Dentons, Kinstellar, Gide

Loyrette, Bird & Bird, Wolf Theiss, and White & Case. We are your Emerging Europe legal partner.
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